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Abstract
We find condition on the parameters of noncommutativity on which a list of important
results can be obtained in a space with Lie-algebraic noncommutativity. Namely, we show
that the weak equivalence principle is recovered in the space, the Poisson brackets for
coordinates and momenta of the center-of-mass of a composite system do not depend
on its composition and reproduce relations of noncommutative algebra for coordinates
and momenta of individual particles if parameters of noncommutativity corresponding to
a particle are proportional inversely to its mass. In addition in particular case of Lie-
algebraic noncommutativity (space coordinates commute to time) on this condition the
motion of the center-of-mass is independent of the relative motion and problem of motion
of the center-of-mass and problem corresponding to the internal motion can be studied
separately.
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1 Introduction
Idea that space coordinates may not commute was suggested by Heisenberg and formalized
by Snyder [1]. Growing of interest to studies of noncommutative space is connected to
development of String Theory and Quantum Gravity (see, for instance, [2, 3]).
Noncommutative algebra of Lie-type is characterized by the following commutation
relations for coordinates
[Xi,Xj ] = ih¯θ
k
ijXk, (1)
where θkij are constants called parameters of noncommutativity which are antisymmetric
to lower indexes and can be particularly chosen (see, for instance, [4, 5, 6]). In the present
paper we consider different types of algebras with Lie-algebraic noncommutativity of space
coordinates which correspond to particular choices of parameters θkij in (1). Namely,
noncommutative algebras with space coordinates commuting to time, space coordinates
commuting to space [4] and their generalizations [7] are considered. We propose condition
on the parameters of noncommutativity which gives possibility to solve a list of problems
1E-Mail address: khrystyna.gnatenko@gmail.com
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in a space with Lie-algebraic noncommutativity, among them problem of violation of the
weak equivalence principle and problem of description of motion of the center-of-mass of
a many-particle system.
Studies of problems of many particles in the frame of noncommutative algebras give
possibility to examine effect of space quantization on the properties of a wide class of
physical systems including macroscopic ones. Systems of many particles were examined
in a space with canonical noncommutativity of coordinates ([Xi,Xj ] = ih¯θij, θij are
constants) [8, 9, 10], in a phase space with canonical noncommutativity of coordinates and
momenta ([Xi,Xj ] = ih¯θij, [Pi, Pj ] = ih¯ηij, θij, ηij are constants)[11, 12], noncommutative
phase space of canonical type with rotational symmetry [13]. In canonically deformed
space-time a set of interacting harmonic oscillators and a system of particles moving in
the gravitational field were studied in [14]. In [15] the author examined energy levels
of a system of two particles in Coulomb potential in the case when spatial coordinates
commute to time-dependent function (twist-deformed space-time). In twisted N-enlarged
Newton-Hooke space-time the quantum model of many particles was studied in [16]. As
an example a system of particles moving in Coulomb potential was examined.
In the present paper we study a problem of description of motion of the center-of-
mass of composite system made of N particles in Lie-algebraic noncommutative space
in general case when coordinates of different particles satisfy noncommutative algebra of
Lie-type with different parameters of noncommutativity. It is shown that the Poisson
brackets for coordinates and momenta of the center-of-mass do not reproduce relations of
noncommutative algebra for coordinates and momenta of individual particles. The motion
of the center-of-mass of composite system depends on the relative motion.
Implementation of the equivalence principle was examined in a space with coordi-
nates noncommutativity of canonical type [10, 17, 18], in noncommutative phase space of
canonical type [19, 20, 12], in rotationally-invariant noncommutative phase space [21].
In the present paper we study the weak equivalence principle in a space with Lie-
algebraic noncommutativity. For this purpose a motion of a particle (macroscopic body)
in gravitational field is examined. We show that if only one condition on the parameters
of noncommutativity is satisfied (if parameters of noncommutativity corresponding to a
particle are proportional inversely to its mass) the weak equivalence principle is recovered
in the noncommutative space, noncommutative algebra for coordinates and momenta of
the center-of-mass reproduce noncommutative algebra for coordinates and momenta of
individual particles.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we study many-particle system in a
space with Lie-algebraic noncommutativity and propose condition on the parameters of
noncommutativity on which commutation relations for coordinates of the center-of-mass
correspond to noncommutative algebra of Lie type. In Section 3 we show that the same
condition on the parameters of noncommutativity is important for recovering of the weak
equivalence principle in the space. Conclusions are presented in Section 4.
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2 Many-particle system in Lie-algebraic noncom-
mutative space and parameters of noncommutativ-
ity
In general case coordinates and momenta which correspond to different particles may
satisfy noncommutative algebra with different parameters. So, there is a problem of
description of motion of the center-of-mass of composite system in the noncommutative
space. It is important to find parameters of noncommutativity which describe this motion.
Let us first examine particular case of Lie-algebraic noncommutativity, namely the
case of space coordinates commuting to time [4, 22]. The corresponding noncommutative
algebra reads
[Xi,Xj ] =
ih¯t
κ
(δiρδjτ − δiτ δjρ) , (2)
[Xi, Pj ] = ih¯δij , (3)
[Pi, Pj ] = 0, (4)
with κ being mass-like parameter, indexes i, j = (1, 2, 3). Indexes ρ, τ are fixed and
different. For instance if one chooses ρ = 1, τ = 2 one has [X1,X2] = ih¯t/κ, [X2,X3] =
[X1,X3] = 0. In the classical limit h¯ → 0 from (2)-(4) one obtains the following Poisson
brackets [4]
{Xi,Xj} =
t
κ
(δiρδjτ − δiτ δjρ) , (5)
{Xi, Pj} = δij , (6)
{Pi, Pj} = 0. (7)
In general case coordinates of different particles may satisfy noncommutative algebra
with different parameters κ. So, we can write
{X
(a)
i ,X
(b)
j } =
t
κa
(δiρδjτ − δiτδjρ) δab, (8)
{X
(a)
i , P
(b)
j } = δabδij , (9)
{P
(a)
i , P
(b)
j } = 0, (10)
where indexes a and b label the particles. Let us consider a system of N particles of masses
ma and introduce the coordinates and momenta of the center-of-mass and coordinates and
momenta of the relative motion
P˜ =
∑
a
P
(a), X˜ =
∑
a
µaX
(a), (11)
∆Pa = P(a) − µaP˜, ∆X
(a) = X(a) − X˜, (12)
with µa = ma/M , M =
∑
ama and X
(a)
i , P
(a)
i satisfying (8)-(10). Taking into account
3
(8)-(10) and (11)-(12), we obtain
{X˜i, X˜j} = t
∑
a
µ2a
κa
(δiρδjτ − δiτ δjρ) , (13)
{X˜i, P˜j} = δij , {P˜i, P˜j} = 0 (14)
{∆X
(a)
i ,∆X
(b)
j } = t
(
δab
κa
−
µa
κa
−
µb
κb
+
∑
c
µ2c
κc
)
(δiρδjτ − δiτ δjρ) , (15)
{∆X
(a)
i ,∆P
(b)
j } = δab − µb, (16)
{∆X
(a)
i , X˜j} = t
(
µa
κa
−
∑
c
µ2c
κc
)
(δiρδjτ − δiτ δjρ) , (17)
{∆P
(a)
i ,∆P
(b)
i } = {P˜i,∆P
(b)
j } = 0. (18)
From (13), (14) we have that coordinates of the center-of-mass satisfy noncommutative
algebra with effective parameter of noncommutativity
θ˜0ij =
∑
a
µ2a
κa
(δiρδjτ − δjτδiρ) =
1
κeff
(δiρδjτ − δiτ δjρ) , (19)
which depends on masses of particles which form the system and parameters κa. So, it
depends on the composition of the system. Here we introduce notation
1
κeff
=
∑
a
µ2a
κa
. (20)
In particular case of a system of particles with masses m1 = m2 = .. = mN = m and
parameters κ1 = κ2 = ... = κN = κ one has
θ˜0ij =
1
Nκ
(δikδjl − δjkδil) . (21)
So, there is reduction of effective parameter of noncommutativity with respect to parame-
ters of noncommutativity corresponding to individual particles. This parameter decreases
with increasing of number of particles in the system as 1/N (21).
It is worth to stress that according to (17) the Poisson brackets for coordinates of the
center-of-mass and coordinates of the relative motion do not vanish. So, the motion of
the center-of-mass is not independent of the relative motion in a space (2)-(4).
Note that in the case when
κa
ma
= γκ = const, (22)
where γκ is a constant which is the same for particles with different masses, we have that
the Poisson brackets for coordinates of the center-of-mass and coordinates of the relative
motion are equal to zero {∆X
(a)
i , X˜j} = 0. As a result one can consider problems for
motion of the center-of-mass of a system and problem for internal motion in the system
independently. Also if condition (22) holds effective parameter of noncommutativity does
not depend on composition of the system
θ˜0ij =
1
γκM
(δiρδjτ − δjτδiρ) . (23)
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So, the Poisson brackets for coordinates of the center-of-mass of a composite system do not
depend on its composition and are determined by its total mass. Note that comparing (23)
with (19) we have κeff/M = γκ. So, condition (22) is satisfied also for κeff . Effective
parameter of noncommutativity (23) is proportional inversely to the total mass of the
system.
Let us consider the case when space coordinates commute to space
{X
(a)
k ,X
(b)
γ } = δab
X
(a)
l
κ˜
, {X
(a)
l ,X
(b)
γ } = −δab
X
(a)
k
κ˜
, {X
(a)
k ,X
(b)
l } = 0, (24)
{P
(a)
k ,X
(b)
γ } = δab
P
(a)
l
κ˜
, {P
(a)
l ,X
(b)
γ } = −δab
P
(a)
k
κ˜
, (25)
{X
(a)
i , P
(b)
j } = δabδij , {X
(a)
γ , P
(b)
γ } = δab, {P
(a)
m , P
(b)
n } = 0, (26)
where indexes k, l, γ are different and fixed, k, l, γ = (1, 2, 3), i 6= γ, j 6= γ and m,n =
(1, 2, 3), κ˜ is a constant [4]. Indexes a, b label the particles. Introducing coordinates
and momenta of the center-of-mass and coordinates and momenta of the relative motion
(11)-(12) with X
(a)
i , P
(a)
i satisfying (24)-(26) one can find
{X˜k, X˜γ} =
∑
a
µ2aX
(a)
l
κ˜a
, {X˜l, X˜γ} = −
∑
a
µ2aX
(a)
k
κ˜a
, {X˜k, X˜l} = 0. (27)
{P˜k, X˜γ} =
∑
a
µaP
(a)
l
κ˜a
, {P˜l, X˜γ} = −
∑
a
µaP
(a)
k
κ˜a
, (28)
{X˜i, P˜j} = δij , {X˜γ , P˜γ} = 1 {P˜m, P˜n} = 0. (29)
Note that the relations for coordinates of the center-of-mass (27) do not reproduce rela-
tions of noncommutative algebra (24). The relations are determined by the expressions∑
a µ
2
aX
(a)
l /κ˜a,
∑
a µ
2
aX
(a)
k /κ˜a which depend on the composition of the system and on the
coordinates of particles in the system. The same conclusion can be done for relations (28).
These relations do not reproduce relations (25) of noncommutative algebra (24)-(26). It
is worth stressing that if condition
κ˜a
ma
= γκ˜ = const, (30)
is satisfied one has
{X˜k, X˜γ} =
1
κ˜eff
X˜l, {X˜l, X˜γ} = −
1
κ˜eff
X˜k, {X˜k, X˜l} = 0, (31)
{P˜k, X˜γ} =
P˜l
κ˜eff
, {P˜l, X˜γ} = −
P˜k
κ˜eff
, (32)
with κ˜eff = γκ˜M . Here γκ˜ is a constant which does not depend on mass. So, if condition
(30) holds in the right-hand side of relations (31), (32) one has coordinates of the center-
of-mass and the total momenta, respectively. So, relations (31), (32) reproduce relations
of noncommutative algebra (24), (25).
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Note that in the space with noncommutativity (24)-(26) the motion of the center-of-
mass is not independent on the relative motion
{∆X
(a)
k , X˜γ} = {X˜k,∆X
(a)
γ } =
µaX
(a)
l
κ˜a
−
∑
b
µ2bX
(b)
l
κ˜b
, (33)
{∆X
(a)
l , X˜γ} = {X˜l,∆X
(a)
γ } = −
µaX
(a)
k
κ˜a
+
∑
b
µ2bX
(b)
k
κ˜b
, (34)
{∆X
(a)
k , X˜l} = {∆X
(a)
l , X˜k} = 0, (35)
{P˜k,∆X
(a)
γ } =
P
(a)
l
κ˜a
−
∑
b
µbP
(b)
l
κ˜b
, {P˜l,∆X
(a)
γ } = −
P
(a)
k
κ˜a
+
∑
b
µbP
(b)
k
κ˜b
, (36)
{∆P
(a)
k , X˜γ} = µa
(
P
(a)
l
κ˜a
−
∑
b
µbP
(b)
l
κ˜b
)
, {∆P
(a)
l , X˜γ} = −µa
(
P
(a)
k
κ˜a
−
∑
b
µbP
(b)
k
κ˜b
)
, (37)
{P˜k,∆X
(a)
l } = {P˜l,∆X
(a)
k } = {∆P
(a)
l , X˜k} = {∆P
(a)
k , X˜l} = 0,(38)
Even if condition (30) is satisfied one has that these relations can be rewritten in more
simple form
{∆X
(a)
k , X˜γ} = {X˜k,∆X
(a)
γ } =
1
κ˜eff
∆X
(a)
l , (39)
{∆X
(a)
l , X˜γ} = {X˜l,∆X
(a)
γ } = −
1
κ˜eff
∆X
(a)
k , (40)
{P˜k,∆X
(a)
γ } =
1
κ˜a
∆P
(a)
l , {P˜l,∆X
(a)
γ } = −
1
κ˜a
∆P
(a)
k , (41)
{∆P
(a)
k , X˜γ} =
1
κ˜eff
∆P
(a)
l , {∆P
(a)
l , X˜γ} = −
1
κ˜eff
∆P
(a)
k , (42)
but they do not vanish.
Similar conclusion can be done for the generalized algebras with Lie-type of noncom-
mutativity determined in [7]. In more general case one can write
{Xi,Xj} = θ
0
ijt+ θ
k
ijXk, (43)
{Xi, Pj} = δij + θ¯
k
ijXk + θ˜
k
ijPk, (44)
[Pi, Pj ] = 0, (45)
where θ0ij, θ
k
ij, θ¯
k
ij, θ˜
k
ij are antisymmetric to lower indexes parameters of noncommutativity,
indexes i, j, k = (1, 2, 3), the Poisson brackets for time and spatial coordinates vanish [7].
Due to the Jacobi identity there are constrains on the parameters θ0ij , θ
k
ij, θ¯
k
ij , θ˜
k
ij. On the
basis of these constrains the authors of paper [7] determined two types of noncommutative
algebras
{Xk,Xγ} = −
t
κ
+
Xl
κ˜
, {Xl,Xγ} =
t
κ
−
Xk
κ˜
, {Xk,Xl} =
t
κ
, (46)
{Pk,Xγ} =
Pl
κ˜
, {Pl,Xγ} = −
Pk
κ˜
, {Xi, Pj} = δij , {Xγ , Pγ} = 1 (47)
{Pm, Pn} = 0, (48)
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which corresponds to the case θ0kl = −θ
0
kγ = 1/κ, θ
0
lγ = 1/κ, θ
l
kγ = −θ
k
lγ = θ˜
l
kγ = −θ˜
k
lγ =
1/κ˜ and
{Xk,Xγ} = −
t
κ
+
Xl
κ˜
, {Xl,Xγ} =
t
κ
−
Xk
κ˜
, {Xk,Xl} = 0, (49)
{Pk,Xγ} =
Xl
κ¯
+
Pl
κ˜
, {Pl,Xγ} =
Xk
κ¯
−
Pk
κ˜
, {Xi, Pj} = δij , {Xγ , Pγ} = 1, (50)
{Pm, Pn} = 0, (51)
which corresponds to θ0lγ = −θ
0
kγ = 1/κ, θ
l
kγ = −θ
k
lγ = 1/κ˜, θ˜
l
kγ = −θ˜
k
lγ = 1/κ˜, θ¯
l
kγ =
−θ¯klγ = 1/κ¯. These algebras are generalizations of (8)-(10), (24)-(26).
Coordinates and momenta of different particles may satisfy noncommutative algebra
with different parameters. So, in general case we can write
{X
(a)
i ,X
(b)
j } = δabθ
0(a)
ij t+ δabθ
k(a)
ij X
(a)
k , (52)
{X
(a)
i , P
(b)
j } = δabδij + δabθ¯
k(a)
ij X
(a)
k + δabθ˜
k(a)
ij P
a
k , (53)
{P
(a)
i , P
(b)
j } = 0. (54)
Taking into account (52)-(54) and (11) we find
{X˜i, X˜j} =
∑
a
µ2aθ
0(a)
ij t+
∑
a
µ2aθ
k(a)
ij X
(a)
k , (55)
{X˜i, P˜j} = δij +
∑
a
µaθ¯
k(a)
ij X
(a)
k +
∑
a
µaθ˜
k(a)
ij P
a
k , (56)
{P˜i, P˜j} = 0. (57)
Note that the Poisson brackets for the coordinates and momenta of the center-of-mass
depend on the parameters of noncommutativity which correspond to particles forming the
system and on their masses.
On the basis of results of previous studies in spaces (8)-(10), (24)-(26) one can conclude,
that if parameters of noncommutativity depend on mass as
θ
0(a)
ij ma = γ
0
ij = const, θ
k(a)
ij ma = γ
k
ij = const, θ˜
k(a)
ij ma = γ˜
k
ij = const, (58)
(here constants γ0ij , γ
k
ij , γ˜
k
ij are the same for particles with different masses and are anti-
symmetric to lower indexes) and parameters θ¯
k(a)
ij are the same for different particles
θ¯
k(a)
ij = θ¯
k
ij , (59)
the algebra for coordinates and momenta of the center-of-mass reproduce noncommutative
algebra for the individual particles. One has
{X˜i, X˜j} = θ
0(eff)
ij t+ θ
k(eff)
ij X˜k, (60)
{X˜i, P˜j} = δij + θ¯
k
ijX˜k + θ˜
k(eff)
ij P˜k, (61)
where θ
0(eff)
ij = γ
0
ij/M , θ
k(eff)
ij = γ
k
ij/M , θ˜
k(eff)
ij = γ˜
k
ij/M and M =
∑
ama.
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In particular cases (46)-(48), (49)-(51) of noncommutative algebra (43)-(45) conditions
(58) can be rewritten as (22), (30) and from condition (59) follows
κ¯a = κ¯. (62)
Note that the results presented in this section can be easily generalized to the quantum
case, considering the corresponding operators and commutation relations for them.
In the next section we show that on the same conditions on the parameters of noncom-
mutativity (58) the weak equivalence principle is recovered in a Lie-algebraic noncommu-
tative space.
3 Weak equivalence principle in Lie-algebraic
noncommutative space and parameters of noncom-
mutativity
Let us examine implementation of the weak equivalence principle in Lie-algebraic non-
commutative space. For this purpose we consider the motion of a particle of mass m in
gravitational field in the space and study the following Hamiltonian
H =
P
2
2m
+mV (X1,X2,X3), (63)
here V = V (X1,X2,X3) describes the field. Note that in Hamiltonian (63) the inertial
mass in the first term is equal to the gravitational mass in the second term.
We would like to note here that classical mechanics in a space with noncommutativity
of Lie type was studied in [4, 7]. The authors examined Newton equations for a particle in
a constant external field force in a spaces with noncommutative algebras (5)-(7), (24)-(26)
[4] and (46)-(48), (49)-(51) [7].
Let us first consider a space with Lie-algebraic structure in the case when space co-
ordinates commuting to time (5)-(7). So, taking into account (63) and (5)-(7), we can
write
X˙i = {Xi,H} =
Pi
m
+
tm
κ
∂V
∂Xk
(δiρδkτ − δiτδkρ) , (64)
P˙i = {Pi,H} = −m
∂V
∂Xi
, (65)
see also [4], where Hamilton equations were presented for arbitrary field. Note that be-
cause of nooncommutativity one has additional term in (64) which is proportional to the
mass m. According to the weak equivalence principle the kinematic characteristics (veloc-
ity and position) of a point mass in a gravitational field depend only on its initial position
and velocity, and are independent of its mass, composition and structure. So, from (64)
one can state that the weak equivalence principle is violated because of noncommutativity
of coordinates (5).
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It is important to note that if condition (22) is satisfied one has
X˙i = P
′
i +
t
γκ
∂V
∂Xk
(δiρδkτ − δiτδkρ) , (66)
P˙ ′i = −
∂V
∂Xi
, (67)
here we use notation P ′i = Pi/m. Note that equations (66), (67) do not contain mass and
depend on the constant γκ which is the same for particles with different masses. So, we
can conclude that their solutions Xi(t), P
′
i (t) do not depend on the mass. Therefore the
weak equivalence principle is recovered due to condition (22).
Let us study implementation of the weak equivalence principle in the space described
by relations (24)-(26)(space coordinates commute to space). Taking into account (63) and
(24)-(26) one has
X˙k =
Pk
m
+
mXl
κ˜
∂V
∂Xγ
, X˙l =
Pl
m
−
mXk
κ˜
∂V
∂Xγ
, (68)
X˙γ =
Pγ
m
−
mXl
κ˜
∂V
∂Xk
+
mXk
κ˜
∂V
∂Xl
, (69)
P˙k = −m
∂V
∂Xk
+
mPl
κ˜
∂V
∂Xγ
, P˙l = −m
∂V
∂Xl
−
mPk
κ˜
∂V
∂Xγ
, (70)
P˙γ = −m
∂V
∂Xγ
, (71)
see also [4]. From (68)-(71) we have that if we assume that the parameters κ˜ are the
same for particles with different masses the velocity of a particle in gravitational field in a
space (24)-(26) depends on its mass. So, relations (24)-(26) lead to violation of the weak
equivalence principle.
We would like to mention that if condition (30) is satisfied one has
X˙k = P
′
k +
Xl
γκ˜
∂V
∂Xγ
, X˙l = P
′
l −
Xk
γκ˜
∂V
∂Xγ
, (72)
X˙γ = P
′
γ −
Xl
γκ˜
∂V
∂Xk
+
Xk
γκ˜
∂V
∂Xl
, (73)
P˙ ′k = −
∂V
∂Xk
+
P ′l
γκ˜
∂V
∂Xγ
, P˙ ′l = −
∂V
∂Xl
−
P ′k
γκ˜
∂V
∂Xγ
, (74)
P˙ ′γ = −
∂V
∂Xγ
. (75)
Equations (72)-(75) do not depend on the mass, therefore their solutions Xk(t), Xl(t),
Xγ(t), P
′
k(t), P
′
l (t), P
′
γ(t) do not depend on the mass too. So, we can conclude that if
condition on the parameter of noncommutativity (30) holds the weak equivalence principle
is preserved in a space with Lie-algebraic noncommutativity (24)-(26).
In more general case of noncommutative algebra of Lie-type (43)-(45) for a particle in
gravitational field (63) we have the following equations of motion
X˙i =
Pi
m
+ θ¯kij
PjXk
m
+ θ˜kij
PjPk
m
+m(θ0ijt+ θ
k
ijXk)
∂V
∂Xj
, (76)
P˙i = −m
∂V
∂Xi
−m(θ¯kijXk + θ˜
k
ijPk)
∂V
∂Xj
. (77)
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In the case when parameters θ0ij, θ
k
ij, θ˜
k
ij are proportional inversely to mass (58) and
parameters θ¯kij are the same for particles with different masses (59) we have
X˙i = P
′
i + θ¯
k
ijP
′
jXk + γ˜
k
ijP
′
jP
′
k + (γ
0
ijt+ γ
k
ijXk)
∂V
∂Xj
, (78)
P˙ ′i = −
∂V
∂Xi
− (θ¯kijXk + γ˜
k
ijP
′
k)
∂V
∂Xj
, (79)
where P ′i = Pi/m. From (78), (79) we can conclude that Xi(t) and P
′
i (t) do not depend
on the mass of a particle. So, in a space with Lie-algebraic noncommutativity (43)-(45)
the weak equivalence principle can be recovered due to the conditions (58), (59).
At the end of this section let us discuss more general case of motion of macroscopic
body (composite system) of mass M in gravitational field in noncommutative space with
Lie-algebraic noncommutativity and study the weak equivalence principle. So, let us
consider the following Hamiltonian
H =
P˜
2
2M
+MV (X˜1, X˜2, X˜3) +Hrel, (80)
where X˜i, P˜i are coordinates and momenta of the center-of-mass of a body, V (X˜1, X˜2, X˜3)
describes the filed. Hamiltonian Hrel corresponds to the relative motion and depends on
the relative coordinates and relative momenta.
Let us first study the case when commutator of coordinates closes to time (2)-(4).
As was shown in the previous section coordinates and momenta of the center-of-mass,
coordinates and momenta of the relative motion satisfy the following relations (13)-
(18). In the previous section we also concluded that if condition (22) is satisfied one
has {∆X
(a)
i , X˜j} = 0 therefore
{
P˜
2
2M
+MV (X˜1, X˜2, X˜3),Hrel} = 0, (81)
and we can consider the motion of the center-of-mass independently of the relative motion.
Taking into account (80) and (13)-(14), equations of motion for the center-of-mass of a
body in gravitational field read
˙˜Xi =
P˜i
M
+ tM
∑
a
µ2a
κa
(δiρδjτ − δiτ δjρ)
∂V
∂X˜j
, (82)
˙˜Pi = −M
∂V
∂X˜i
. (83)
Note that besides dependence of velocity on the mass of a body M , from (82) one also
has that the velocity of a body depends on the masses of a particles ma which form the
body and on the parameters κa, so it depends on its composition. This also violates the
weak equivalence principle. Taking into account (22) and using notation P˜ ′i = P˜i/M , we
obtain
˙˜Xi = P˜
′
i + t
∑
a
1
γκ
(δiρδjτ − δiτδjρ)
∂V
∂X˜j
, (84)
˙˜P ′i = −
∂V
∂X˜i
. (85)
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From (84), (85) we can conclude that X˜i(t), P˜
′
i (t) do not depend on the mass and com-
position of a body. So, the weak equivalence principle can be recovered due to condition
(22).
In general case of noncommutative algebra (43)-(45), considering the case when influ-
ence of relative motion on the motion of the center-of-mass can be neglected and taking
into account conditions on the parameters of noncommutativity (58), (59), the equations
for the center-of-mass of a body in gravitational field read
˙˜Xi = P˜
′
i +
(
θ¯kijX˜k + γ˜
k
ijP˜
′
k
)
P˜ ′j +
(
γ0ijt+ γ
k
ijX˜k
) ∂V
∂X˜j
, (86)
˙˜P ′i = −
∂V
∂X˜i
−
(
θ¯kijX˜k + γ˜
k
ijP˜
′
k
) ∂V
∂X˜j
, (87)
where P˜ ′i = P˜i/M . Note, that the obtained equations depend on the constants γ
0
ij , γ
k
ij ,
γ˜kij and do not depend on mass and composition of the body. So, the weak equivalence
principle is recovered in a space with Lie-algebraic noncommutativity if parameters of
noncommutativity are determined by mass as (58), (59) and parameters θ¯kij are the same
for particles of different masses and compositions.
4 Conclusion
Space with Lie-algebraic noncommutativity has been considered. We have studied a gen-
eral case when different particles feel noncommutativity with different parameters and
examined a problem of description of motion of composite system in different cases of
Lie-algebraic noncommutativity (space coordinates commute to time (2)-(4), space coor-
dinates commute to space (24)-(26), noncommutative algebra of Lie type characterized
by (43)-(45)). We have shown that Poisson brackets for coordinates and momenta of the
center-of-mass of a system depend on its composition and do not reproduce relations of
noncommutative algebra for coordinates and momenta of individual particles. We have
also concluded that because of noncommutativity the motion of the center-of-mass of
composite system is effected by the relative motion.
Motion of a particle (a body) in gravitational field has been examined in a space with
Lie-algebraic noncommutativity and the weak equivalence principle has been studied. We
have concluded that noncommutativity causes additional terms in the equations of motion
which depend on the mass of a particle (a body) in gravitational filed and on its compo-
sition. Therefore the weak equivalence principle is violated because of noncommutativity.
We have proposed condition on the parameters of noncommutativity which gives a
possibility to obtain important results in a space with Lie-algebraic structure. Namely,
we have proposed to consider parameters of noncommutative algebra (43)-(45) θ0ij, θ
k
ij ,
θ˜kij to be proportional inversely to mass (58) and parameters θ¯
k
ij to be the same for
different particles (59). In this case Poisson brackets for coordinates and momenta of
the center-of-mass of composite system do not depend on its composition and reproduce
relations of noncommutative algebra for coordinates and momenta of individual particles.
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In particular cases of noncommutative algebra of Lie type (2)-(4), (24)-(26) condition (58)
reduces to (22), (30), respectively. We have also shown that in the case of noncommutative
algebra (2)-(4) Poisson brackets for coordinates and momenta of the center-of-mass vanish
due to condition (22). As a result the problem of motion of the center-of-mass and problem
of the relative motion can be considered as independent problems.
Besides we have concluded that on the same conditions (58), (59) the motion of a
body in gravitational field does not depend on its mass and composition and the weak
equivalence principle is preserved in a space with Lie-algebraic noncommutativity.
So, due to assumption that parameters θ0ij , θ
k
ij , θ˜
k
ij of noncommutative algebra are
proportional inversely to the mass one can solve a list of problems in noncommutative
space with Lie-algebraic noncommutativity. The importance of relations (58) can be
justified by the number of results which can be obtained due to them.
It is worth noting that relation of parameters of noncommutativity (parameters of
deformation) with mass is important for description of composite system motion and for
preserving of the weak equivalence principle in a space with canonical noncommutativity
of coordinates [10, 12, 23], in rotationally-invariant noncommutative space [13, 21], in
deformed space with minimal length [24, 25, 26]. So, idea to consider parameters of
deformed algebra to be determined by mass is important for solving fundamental problems
in a quantum space.
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